Make up your own story about; The ECO First Aider who helps planet earth!


Imagine you are training to be an ECO first aider on another planet in the
galaxy. This planet is an ECO AID Training Centre for ECO Warriors who
help keep the universe clean and healthy. What name would you give
this planet? What would it look like? Write a short description or draw a
picture of this planet.



What would an ECO first aider look like? What equipment might they
have? Create your own picture of an ECO-first aider.



Planet Earth is not far away. It has the basic needs for living things.
(Sunlight, Water, Food, Air and Temperature)



One day you and your team get a distress call from an Eco-Creature on
Planet Earth. “Planet Earth Needs Our Help” it says.



What does this ECO-Creature look like? Is it human, an animal, an
insect, a plant, a fish or something else? Create a picture of an EcoCreature.



This creature says that “earth is getting too hot”. This rise in
temperature is affecting earth’s environment, its ability to get rid of
waste and the well-being of the inhabitants and natural life.



You and your team do a quick assessment and decide that although
Planet Earth naturally gets hot and cold, this seems to be happening
much faster than normal. You need to find out why this is.



To decide what first aid is needed, you find out; the temperature of
planet earth (is it normal?), what the symptoms are (what makes this
creature think earth needs our help), the possible causes (what could be
causing this faster than normal rise in temperature?), the treatment
(what needs to be done urgently what first aid can you give)



Before you leave planet earth you give the creature some information, to
share with others, on how to help earth (and its inhabitants) stay well
and healthy.



Use the above steps to help you create a storyboard, using simple
words and pictures you can make and share, your own storybook.



You can write poems, songs, or create a show to act out your story and
make exciting costumes to go with it!



Even make a short movie or video to show to your family and friends.
There are so many different ways to tell a story, enjoy!
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